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In this paper we define semi-stable probability measures (laws) on a real 
separable Hilbert space and are identified as limit laws. We characterize them 
in terms of their Levy-Khinchine measure and the exponent 0 < p < 2. 
Finally we prove that every semi-stable probability measure of exponent p has 
finite absolute moments of order 0 < OL < p. 
Characteristic functions which satisfy for all t an equation of the form 
where a > 0 and 0 < b < 1 have been considered by Levy (1937) and the 
solutions have been called “semi-stable” by him. Pillai in [6] has considered 
semi-stable laws and proved they are limit laws with finite absolute moments 
of order <p where p is the unique real solution of a 1 b 14, = 1. In this paper 
we shall define semi-stable probability measure on a real separable Hilbert 
space and obtain generalization of theorems in [6] due to Pillai. We also obtain 
the Levy-Khinchine representation for semi-stable probability measure in the 
same manner as Jajte in [2] has obtained for stable probability measures. We 
then obtain the main theorem of Jajte in [2] as a corollary. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
We shall summarize some of the results of [I] below which we need in proving 
that semi-stable probability measures are limit laws. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A weak distribution on a topological linear space L is an 
equivalent class of linear mappings F from the topological dual space L* to 
random variables on a probability space (depending on F) where two such 
mappings FI and F, are equivalent if for every finite set of vectors yi ,..., ylc 
in L* the sets (Fi(yI),..., FJy&) h ave the same joint distribution in K-space 
for i = 1 or 2. Here L* denotes the space of continuous linear functionals on L. 
The canonical normal distribution (with variance parameter one) on a real 
Hilbert space H is that unique weak distribution which assigns to each vector y 
in H* a normally distributed random variable with mean zero and variance 11 y 112. 
A tame function on a real Hilbert space H is a function of the form 
f(x) = @(Rx) where P is a finite-dimensional projection on H and @ is a Baire 
function on the finite dimensional space PH. For such a function we have 
f(x) = @((x, x1) ,..., (x, x,,J) where x1 ,..., xk is a basis of PH and @ is a Baire 
function of k real variables. If F is a representative of a weak distribution then 
the random variable f ” = @(F(x,),..., F(x,)) depends only on the function f 
and the mapping F while the integration properties off” such as the integral 
off -, the distribution off -, convergence in probability of sequence f,,-, etc., 
depend only on f and the f,, and the weak distribution of which F is a representa- 
tive. 
DEFINITION OF THE TOPOLOGY Y. 9 is defined as the weakest topology 
on H for which all Hilbert-Schmidt operators are continuous from Y to the 
strong topology of H. 
The following three theorems are taken from [l]. 
THEOREM 1.1. The Fourier transform of a complex valued measure of bounded 
variation on a real Hilbert space H is uniformly F continuous on H. 
THEOREM 1.2. If a complex valued fun&m f on H is u+rmly continuous 
in the topology r, then f - = limp.,, in prob(f 0 P)” exists with respect to the 
canonical normal distribution. Furthermore, if H is separable and {Pj} is any 
sequence of finite-dimensional projection converging strongly to the identity operator 
then lim,, in prob(f 0 P,)” exists and equals f -. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let tag be a sequence ofprobability measures on a real separable 
Hilbert space H u&h respective characteristic functionals @,, . Let @ be a uniformly 
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F continuous functional on H such that Q(O) = 1. If pS converges to a measure ~1 
whose characteristic fundonal is @ then @,, converges to 0 on H and @,,” converges 
to 0” in probability. Conversely, if @,,” converges to @” in probability then pn 
converges weakly to a probability measure p with characteristic functional @. 
Readers are referred to the work of Gross ([I, p. l-201) and bibliography for 
the proof of the above theorems. 
We shall from now in this paper denote a real separable Hilbert space by H 
and by R the space of real numbers. H* will denote the topological dual of H. 
For a probability measure TV on S?(H) w h ere g(H) denotes the Bore1 subsets 
of H, the characteristic functional (ch.f.) of TV denoted by i; is a function on H* 
defined by 
P(Y) = J, ei(z-y) dp(x) 
where (e, y) E H*. It is well known [5, p. 1521 that for a real separable Hilbert 
space $ uniquely determines CL. For any probability measure p on S?(H) and 
a E R, T,+ is defined to be the probability measure on A?(H) given by 
T&B) = p(B/a) for B E g(H) and for a = 0 we define T,p = 6,) where 
for each B E S?(H), 
6, = 1 if XEB 
1 0 if x$B. 
We shall call 6, the probability measure degenerate at x. 
For two probability measures p and v on a(H), we denote by TV * v the 
convolution of p and v which is a probability measure on L%(H) given by 
CL * v(B) = s, /-@ - 4 dv(x) 
where B E W(H). 
DEFINITION. Let TV, tag, 11 = 1, 2 ,..., be probability measures on 99’(H). 
Then we shall say p,, j p if for every bounded continuous real valued function f 
on H, sf Gn -+ J’f dcL- 
2. SEMI-STABLE PROBABILITY MEASURES ON A HILBERT SPACE 
In this section we define semi-stable probability measure on a real separable 
Hilbert space H analogous to [6] and prove that they are limit laws. 
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DEFINITION. Let p be a probability measure on a(H). We shall call p 
semi-stable if its ch.f. p on H* satisfies the functional equation 
acr> = GWYN (1) 
forally~H*,whereO<~b(<l,a>O. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p be a nondegenerate semi-stable probability measure on 
52?(H). Then a > 1. 
Proof. Suppose a < 1. Then by iterating (1) n times we get 
P(Y) = W”YP”. 
Since b” --+ 0 and {an} is bounded as n--f co, we see that P(y) = 1 for all 
y  E H*. Thus by [5, Theorem 2.1, p. 1521 TV is degenerate. Contradiction. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p be a nondegenerate probability measure on g(H), k, be 
the largest integer not greater than an and TV,, = (Tbnp)*k” where a and b are real 
constants satisfying a > 1, j b 1 < 1. Then pfi * TV if and only if 1-1 is semi-stable. 
Proof. Suppose p is semi-stable. Now by Lemma 2.1, a > 1. By iterating (1) 
n times we get 
P(Y) = GWWP”. 
Let PI&Y) = @PY)~ La”]. Then p(y) = @k,(y){$(b”y)}en, where 0, = an - [a”]. 
In order to show pkn 5 CL, it is sufficient by Theorem 1.3 to show that 
a,-$- in probability with respect to the canonical normal distribution 
on H*. Since {fi(bny)>an” = P;“(y) * {p(bny)}enW, we get 
I P-(Y) - FZn(~)I d I 1 - @(b”y)Y+ I. (2) 
Since b” + 0 as n -+ co, we get Tb+ 5 6, . Now from Theorem 1.3, fi”(bny) -+ 1 
in probability.Thus {@“(b”y)jen -+ 1 in probability. Since {@“(Y)}~s = {$(y)}“m”, 
we conclude from (2) that p;=(y) +fl”(y) in probability. 
Conversely, suppose that pk, * II. Then pcbn 0 y-l + p 0 y-l, where y  E H* 
and /A o y-l(B) = ~(y-rB) for every Bore1 set B of the real line. Hence by 
Theorem 1 of [6] ~0 y-l satisfies @(ty) = {&tby))a for each y  E H* and for all 
t E R. Thus by letting t = 1, we obtain 
3~) = GWN” 
for ally E H*. Thus p is semi-stable. 
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In view of the nonexistence of an analog of the Levy continuity theorem in 
the form of Gross in [I] for general Banach space, “if part” proof is not valid 
for Banach spaces. The above theorem proves that semi-stable probability 
measure on s(H) are limit laws. 
3. Lk--KHINCHINE REPRESENTATION OF SEMI-STABLE PROBABILITY MEASURES 
In this section we shall obtain the Levy-Khinchine representation for semi- 
stable probability measures on g(H) in the same fashion as Jajte in [2] has 
obtained for stable probability measures. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p be a semi-stable probability measure on g(H). Then p 
is injkitely divisible. 
Proof. I f  p degenerates, then Al. is infinitely divisible. So we assume TV is 
nondegenerate. Now by Theorem 2.1, ( Tb+)*[a”l + p. Since 6” + 0 as B-+ co, 
we have T,,+ + 6, . Therefore by the fact that lim,,, p{A/b”} = 1 for every 
neighborhood A of the origin, and [5, Corollary 6.2, p. 1991, p is infinitely 
divisible. 
We recall that any infinitely divisible characteristic function on H* admits 
a unique representation 
Q(Y) = exp [i(%, Y) - 1/2(DY, Y) + s, QG Y> dWd/ 
where K(x, y) = {e u~,v) - 1 - (i(x, y)/(l + 11 x /12))}, y  E H*, M is a u-finite 
measure finite outside every neighborhood of the origin, J’llril<l [I x Ii2 dM(x) < co, 
x,, E H*, D is an S-operator on H*. We denote this representation by 
Q = [x,, , D, M]. We have then the 
THEOREM 3.2. Let CJI be a nondegenerate characteristic function on H* satis- 
fying (1) and p b e unique real solution of the equation a I b 12, = 1. Then 
(a) O<p<2. 
(b) p = 2 if and onZy ifs, = [0, D, KS,]. 
(c) O<p<2ifandonlyif~=[x,,,0,M]andT,,M=IbIn~M,for 
n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, v  is infinitely divisible. Thus by [5, Theorem 4.10, 
p. 1811, v  = 1x0 > D, Ml. 
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Since ‘p satisfies Eq. (l), an easy calculation shows that 
[x0, D, M] = [ubx,, + ab(1 - b2)z, ab2D, aT,M], 
c% Y> = I 
dM(x), ~EH*. 
Now by uniqueness of [x0 , D, M], we get 
xg = abx, + ub(1 - b2)%, ub2D = D, M = uT,M. 
Hence for every A E g(H), M(A) = uM(A/b). Iterating it 12 times we get 
M(A) = unM(A/bn). Which gives us 
M(A) = 1 b Inp M(bnA), n = 1, 2,... . 
Since, 
we conclude that 
I ,rr,,~l IIx II2 dM(x) < ~0, . 
s ,,s,,sl IIx II2 dM(x) = ~,,,, I b Inp II x II2 W,-JW) 
= I b I”9 j- I b I-2n 11 x /I2 dM(x) -+ 0 
P4Isb”’ 
if p - 2 2 0. Thus M = KS,, x = 0 if p > 2. We also conclude from the 
relation abBD = D, that (ab2)ll D = D and D = (ub2)-n D for 11 = 1, 2, 3,... . 
Thus if ab2 # 1, then D = 0. Hence if p # 2, then D = 0. Consequently, if 
p > 2, then v  is degenerate. Contradiction. If  p < 0, then a < 1. Consequently 
by Lemma 2.1, v  is degenerate. Thus (a) has been proved. 
To prove (b), notice that v  = [0, D, k6,] and ‘p nondegenerate, imply that 
D + 0, thus p = 2. This and the arguments as above completes the proof 
of (b). 
Arguments used to prove (a) and (b) complete the proof of (c). Thus the 
theorem has been proved. 
We would like to point out here that [7, Theorem 3.2, p. 1371 is similar to 
our Theorem 3.2 but the proof of the theorem in [7] uses the powerful LCvy- 
Cramer theorem which we really do not require. 
From now p, the unique real solution of the equation a I b Iv = 1, for a 
nondegenerate semi-stable probability measure p on a(H), will be called the 
exponent of p. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let p be a nondegenerate probability measure on g(H). Then 
TV is stable probability measure of exponent 0 < p < 2 if and only if Cm(y) = 
{C,(n-l/~y))n for all n = 2,3 ,..., y E H*, where v, = p* x, , x, E H. 
Proof. If Pll( y) = $,(n-l/pyy)n, then by [4, Theorem 2.10, p. 1391 TV is stable. 
Conversely, if ~1 is stable then by [4, Theorem 2.10, Lemma 2.61 we get by 
induction 
{jq y)>” = /qn’lPy) e&&.Y) (3) 
for n = 2, 3 ,..., a,, E H 
get 9,(y) = {~,(n-l/~y))“. 
Define x n = n-l/%, , n = 2, 3 ,..., and using (3) we 
The main theorem of [2] can be obtained as a corollary by using Theorem 3.3 
in the following manner. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let p be nondegenerate probability measure on 99(H). Then 
p is stable of exponent 0 < p < 2 i# a(y) = [x0 , D, KS,] or a(y) = [x0 , 0, M] 
where T,M = c’M for all c > 0. 
Proof. Proof is clear by Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 except for 
T,M = CPM. Since v, is semi-stable, therefore by Theorem 3.2, T,-llPM = n-lM 
for n = 1,2,3 ,... . Thus 
M(rWA) = &M(A), 
where A E g(H), rz = 1,2, 3 ,... . Replacing A by m-lJPA we obtain 
M((n/m)llpA) = n-lM(m-l/PA) = n-lmM(A), 
where m is a positive integer. Hence 
Tvl~,M = TM, 
for all positive rationals. Since rationals are dense and M is u-finite, we obtain 
T,M = CPM, 
for c > 0. 
The following theorem is needed to prove that the absolute moments of 
order 0 < OL < p are finite for a semi-stable probability measure ~1 on B(H). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let p be nondegenerate, semi-stable probability measure on 
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a(H), and Q,(t) = ,u{x: 11 x /I > t}, t > 0. Then given 6 > 0, there exists a t, 
such that for all t >, t, , 
q (1 + c)-’ < QUt;;! t) < a I b /*p (1 + E), 
where r is a given but quite arbitrary positive integer and p # 2 is the unique real 
solution of a I b 12, = 1. 
Proof. Since p is semi-stable, therefore by Theorem 2.1, (Tb+)[““l 3 CL. 
Hence by [3, Corollary 4, p. 3311, 
as n -+ co, where M is the Levy-Khinchine measure on a(H), corresponding 
to CL. We also have M(A) = I b Inn M(b”A), n = 1,2,..., A Ed from the 
fact that p has Levy-Khinchine representation. From (l), if t is a continuity 
point of QM(t), then 
[@I Qu( Ib IV 9 - QM@ 
Since un - [a”] -+ 0, therefore 
@Qe(I b I+ t> -+ Qdth for every continuity point t of QM . (4) 
Let s = j b IT. Now choose a to such that to and St0 are continuity point of QM . 
Then there exists a n, such that 
Q,(I b IP+l) to) > Q&o) 
QA b IP St,) aQM( to) (’ + ‘)-l’ 
and 
QuU b lkn to> < aQM(to) (1 + E), 
Qu(I b I-(n+l) sto) ’ Q&o) 
for n > no . Now for all u > I b I-+ to, there exists an m > no such that 
1 b j-(m) to < u < I b I--(m+l) to . Now using the fact that 
Q!,(I b IP+l) to) < Qu(u) < Q,(l b P) to> 
and 
Q,(l b I- fm+l) St,,) < Q,,(m) < Q,(I b I-m sto>, 
we get 
Q,(I b lP+l) to) < Q&I < QJI b I-m t> 
Q,(I b I+ St,) Q&4 Q,(I b I-(“++l) sto) ’ 
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Thus using (4) we have proved that for all u >, 1 b I--no t, , 
Since 
we have for all u > t, I b I+o, 
THEOREM 3.5. For a semi-stable probability measure TV on G?(H) with exponent 
p, J-H II x 118 dp(x) < aJ for 0 c 8 <p + 2. 
Proof. 
s, II x IIS 444 = -1 I t I* dWt) 
=- Iota I t I8 dQ,W - J;, I t I8 dQ,(t) 
< tp 2 KsSP[\j x 11 > (t&“-l] + t,8. 
84 
Let U, be the nth term of the series. Then by Theorem 3.4 
u n+1 - P+T P[II x II 2 WN 
un KVl x II > (to~)8-1l 
< k”(1 + 4 = k-(1 + 4 
’ (kt# .a a . t,” 
= (1 + 4 .J- 
a . t,P k”-6 
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where t,k = 1 b I+‘. Choose k large enough such that 
cl+4 <1 
a * tOpkp--6 
Thus by ratio test cf, ksep[x: 11 x 11 > (t,k)s-l] < co. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
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